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A NEW FRENCH
DESIGN DESTINATION
DURING CLERKENWELL
DESIGN WEEK 2019
by 14 septembre is a new French design destination during
Clerkenwell Design Week, showcasing a selection of the agency’s interiors clients
from across the channel: innovative design from Made in France lighting, furniture,
tableware and material manufacturers. Stop by the KIOSK on Clerkenwell Green
to discover nouvelle vague petites maisons, classic greats and gallic savoir-faire
from the likes of Sammode Studio, Maiori, Gien, Maison Fragile, Ober Surfaces
and CELC (The European Confederation Of Flax And Hemp).
WHAT’S ON at
by 14 septembre LONDON?
Discover new collections from the following
brands, in a bespoke scenography created by
our very own 14 septembre Creative Studio,
at our pop-up KIOSK at 20 Clerkenwell Green.

 IEN
G
Gien produces sophisticated pieces
of French-made faïence with a close
resemblance to silverware, inspired
by English know-how. With more than
50 different patterns and over 3000 item
references ranging from plates to unique
hand-painted pieces. Gien has become a
decorative arts favourite, recognised the
world over, and a member of the prestigious
Colbert Committee.

What’s to see at
Dominoté: a neo-retro collection
In collaboration with Antoinette Poisson,
a team of up and coming hand-painted
wallpaper designers this collection is
high in colour and rich in floral shapes
and geometric patterns. "Dominoterie" is
a traditional printing technique from the
eighteenth century decorative arts. Five
different patterns comprising roses, chevrons,
chintz and plumetis, mixed with eighteenthcentury archives adorn the legendary scallopshaped classic collections originating from
Gien’s rich heritage of earthenware.
Les dépareillées collection
From the iconic 19th century archives, this
collection is made up of plates with different
shapes and patterns, available in two green
and black shades. Mix and match the
6 developed patterns from Gien’s heritage
in the style of a flea market.
Available at: Harrods, Liberty,
Elys of Wimbledon, The Wedding Shop
gien.com
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 AISON FRAGILE
M
Maison Fragile blends the unique savoir-faire
of traditional handcraft with the talent of new
French touch artists. 100% handcrafted in
France, with special made-to-measure , and
include special made-to-measure creations
for high-end hotels and restaurants. Artistic
and inventive, Maison Fragile’s fun and
contemporary designs represent the best of
both heritage and modernity while breathing
new life into the world of tableware.
What’s to see at

Rue de Paradis
7 artists were given white plates as a blank
canvas, each of them bringing their very
different style to interpret and tell stories
from the Rue de Paradis in Paris. At KIOSK,
discover the collection by French artist
Étienne Bardelli, who chose to explore
the architecture of Rue de Paradis, in an
original mix of forms from the thirties and
the seventies across 6 different plates.
Available at: maisonfragile.com

Chers parisiens
In collaboration with Parisian illustrator
Jean Michel Tixier, Maison Fragile created
the collection "Chers Parisiens" - fine
porcelain with 4 iconic Frenchies that have
contributed to the Paris we know and love…
Serge Gainsbourg, Francoise Sagan, Yves
Saint-Laurent & Marie Antoinette. All made
in Limoges.
Les Francaises
By taking one of the photos from the series
"Les Françaises" by the famous French
photographer Sonia Sieff, this bold and
elegant collection is a tribute to the delicacy
and sensuality of the French woman.
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 AMMODE STUDIO
S
Sammode designs and manufactures highend industrial and architectural indoor and
outdoor lighting solutions. The original and
authentic Sammode Studio collections are
design adapted for interiors home or in retail
and hospitality, in collaboration with world
renowned designers selected by Sammode
to reinterpret its iconic luminaires.

named after districts of Paris - Rivoli, Vendôme,
Monceau, Belleville - all tell their own story
and filter light in their own way - a multitude of
metal laces that propel the famous industrial
tube into a more domestic setting.

What’s to see at
Pierre Guariche collection
Sammode is reissuing a selection of
luminaires designed in the 1950s by one
of France’s most prolific luminaire designers:
Pierre Guariche. The families of desk, floor,
wall and pendant lamps display no visible
light source and a perfect balance of light
quality, creating soft, powerful and diffused
atmospheres. In 2019 Sammode launches
major creations like "The Kite" G30 or the G3
wall lamp, displayed in Paris at the Musée
des Arts Décoratifs in January, at Euroluce
in Milan and now in Clerkenwell, London.

Paname collection by Normal Studio
A collection signed by French design studio
Normal Studio, these series of perforated
grids gently envelop tubular luminaires. The
origin of the Paname collection is the Rivoli
luminaire, which was designed especially
for the Musée des Arts Décoratifs de Paris
(MAD) and which is used to illuminate the
contemporary gallery spaces. Different motifs,

Pigments collection by Sammode
Four of the emblematic Sammode luminaires
have been transformed by combining
authentic industrial design with a new
palette of five trendy colors. The Pigments
collection is now available in shades of black,
white, green, red and blue. For bathrooms,
bedrooms, interior rooms or even outdoors
on a patio, these lamps are the perfect match
to light up living spaces and create different
atmospheres that fully express creativity.
Promenade collection by Sammode
These floor, table and hook tube lamps
were Sammode’s first plug-in products.
Three new models have been designed
with painstaking attention to detail, each
named after a Norwegian landscape painter:
Bodom, Astrup and Balke. A tribute to nature
and the power of the elements, but also to
the resistant qualities of Sammode’s tubes
which are technical, ingenious and robust
– fully designed to cope with outdoor use.
Available at: SILVERA, 241-245
King’s Road, London
studio.sammode.com
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Hybrid module by Maiori
This is a new compact and connected solar
lighting module. The PopUP lamp user will is
now able to now charge the lamp’s batteries
in the sun also using a USB C dock.
Thanks to the Bluetooth transmitter you can
control and programme the lamp using a
special application.
Available at: maiori.com

 AIORI
M
Originally known as French MDF (Manufacture Design Factory) Maiori quickly
established itself as a leading manufacturer
of furniture parts. Committed to sustainability and environmental protection, today
Maiori’s has extended its product range to
include solar lighting, using cutting-edge
technologies and design to improve our
quality of life.
What’s to see at
The PopUp Lamp by Maiori
This is the smallest lamp from Maiori’s lighting
range but a big hit thanks to it’s design and
technology: solar, laser cut aluminium and
bluetooth system.
The PopUp lamp has been created to be
used anywhere and anytime: on your summer
tables, in the garden or balconies. It’s small
size will enable you to slip it easily into a bag
to bring light wherever you are.
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 BER SURFACES
O
For more than 50 years, Ober Surfaces
proposes decorative wall solutions to
professionals such as architects and
designers. Bringing together 5 different
brands - Oberflex, Marotte, Pure Paper,
Concrete LCD and Staron - Ober Surfaces
offers diverse materials such as wood,
concrete and laminated wood for a variety
of surfaces. At Kiosk, discover three collection
designed in collaboration with two of
France’s leading contemporary designers.

Pure Paper - "Color" by Patrick Norguet
This new collection of decorative laminated
panels designed by prominent French
designer Patrick Norguet enriches the Pure
Paper offer, with 162 panels for interior
design use. Produced in a range of 18
handpicked colours, available in 9 original
patterns (mostly geometric or plant-like), the
colours are extra matte and have a depth
comparable to blotting paper. Available in
laminated sheets or structural panels, the
«Color» surfaces also include Ober Surfaces’
acoustic and ceiling solutions.
Pure Paper - "Metal" by Patrick Norguet
This second collection designed by Patrick
Norguet consists of decorative metal
laminated panels in 131 references for
interior design use, produced from 12
original patterns especially developed for
metal application. The colour palette is
composed of brass tones, stainless, pewter or
gunmetal and is available in brushed, glossy
or milled finishes, depending on the colours.
The "Metal" surfaces can be used alone
or to complement other Ober collections,
offering new aesthetic possibilities for
creators, architects and designers.
Available at: ober-surfaces.com
UK contact: Zoé Guillot Bonvalot, zoe.
guillot-bonvalot@ober-surfaces.com

What’s to see at
Marotte - "Rencontre" Collection
by Patrick Jouin
French star-designer Patrick Jouin
reinterprets the theme of ornaments for
Marotte, through new machining techniques
- reinventing sculpted panels and exploring
technical possibilities. His work goes well
beyond focusing on matter and the ways
of giving it shape, as Patrick Jouin strives
to model light as a material in its own right.
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 ELC
C
The European Confederation
of Flax and Hemp
Linen is the world’s oldest fabric, yet fresher,
greener and more progressive than ever
before. CELC is the only European agroindustrial organisation bringing together
and federating all the stages of production
and transformation for flax / linen. CELC
represents more than 10,000 European
enterprises in 14 countries, overseeing
the fibre from plant to finished product.
Founded in 1951, CELC is a source of
pioneering thought, economic analysis,
industry consultation and strategic direction.
What’s to see at

Acoustic panel / PLA by Varian®
Between texture and structure, Varian® is a
rigid, impregnated fabric, which is tailorable
and ready to use. Lightweight, durable and
customisable by the choice of weaving,
finishes and colours, Varian® combines
technology and aesthetics for use in interiors
and transport.
Horse riding helmet by Egide Paris
A horse riding helmet containing flax fibre,
which offers an excellent level of shock
absorption. The helmet combines lightness
and a good level of ventilation thanks to flax’s
elevated capacity for wicking away moisture.

Fabricbox by Philippe Nigro
for Designerbox
For Designerbox in partnership with
CELC, designer Philippe Nigro makes the
connection between the material, linen, and
the fabric’s own qualities: organic and longlasting, linen inspired the idea of a timeless
accessory, somewhat coarse, and related
to work and drawing. A box for pencils, tea
or anything-you-wish, "Fabric" imagined
by Philippe Nigro, pays homage to linen’s
intrinsic simplicity and natural properties.
FLAX Divider by Juam Studio
& FLAX for Varian®
Inspired by the ripples of a flag in the wind,
the Gommette acoustic screen superimposes
two draped openwork ecotype linen Varian®
fabrics to create an intimate space, while
letting in light in key places. In partnership
with Culture iN / VIA Design Incubator 2018.

Polo shirt in linen / cotton by Lacoste
Linen has natural qualities of comfort and
softness, as well as being hypoallergenic
and antibacterial, which makes it a choice
ingredient for knits, especially for athleisure and
sportswear. Lab tests have confirmed linen’s
unequalled ventilation, breathability, absorption
and moisture management capacities.
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El Capitan guitar by Blackbird
This natural composite guitar has a hollow
neck, head sound port, and a one-piece
construction that gives a vintage tone to rival
the best wood, with unmatched projection.
The Ekoa® flax fibre composite is lightweight,
exceptionally durable, and humidity- and
temperature stable, which means your El
Capitan can go anywhere.
100% terry linen towel by ©Lissoy
Linen textiles offer unequalled and
immediate absorption, while the terry texture
enhances the contact between skin and
linen yarn. As confirmed by tests performed
by an independent laboratory for the Flax
/ Linen Observatory, linen textiles instantly
absorb liquid and diffuse it over the largest
surface area; smart innovation for bathroom
and wellness products.
100% linen fouta towel by ©Lapuan Kankurit
This washed linen twill combines linen’s
exceptional absorption with a compact
texture, which is ideal for travelling or
professional laundering by hotels and
spas. Alternatively, linen honeycomb towels
are ideal as bath towels and bathrobes.
Certified Masters of Linen® the guarantee
of traceability for linen 100 % made in
Europe from European Flax fibre through
local spinning and weaving.

Denim jacket in linen / cotton
by ©Levis x Outerknown
Developed as a sustainable capsule
collaboration between Levi’s Wellthread
and the surf-inspired brand Outerknown,
this linen-blend denim offers significant
water savings. The flax crop is entirely rainfed leading to nearly 1,000 litres of water
savings per pair of jeans during this part of
the lifecycle.

Learn more about linen:
europeanflax.com & ilovelinen.uk
Press contact: Gill Gledhill, GGHQ
Fashion Intelligence Ltd, gill@gghq.co.uk
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 AUCHON
F
Fauchon is a French gourmet food and
delicatessen company now considered
as a major reference in contemporary
French gourmet foods with more than
76 outlets in around twenty countries. Among
its products, Fauchon proposes delicious
biscuits, exquisite macarons and delectable
french wines & champagnes.
What’s to see at
Chocolate biscuits assortment by Fauchon
Assortment of chocolate biscuits and
chocolate almond biscuits, thin chocolate
galettes, authentic mini petits-beurres with
dark chocolate, mini Grué Galettes, milk
chocolate coated crispy crepes. 33 biscuits
in this 230g tin box.
Available at: Harrods store
harrods.com, fauchon.com
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About agence 14 septembre
So French! The Parisian lifestyle communications agency 14 septembre has recently
crossed the channel and set up its London
office, based in Somerset House. A leader
in France and amongst Europe’s most prestigious PR agencies, 14 septembre has an
impressive and well respected 130-strong
client base across the design, hospitality and
gastronomy sectors. With offices in Paris,
Milan, Lyon and now London, the agency represents world renowned designers,
architects, leading design and furniture
brands and Michelin starred chefs, priding
itself with on its international engagement
and innovative approach.
14 septembre London provides media
strategies for design and lifestyle brands
looking to boost their visibility on both the
UK and international markets. A relatively
new player on the London PR scene, the
agency is delighted to participate in the
10th edition of Clerkenwell Design Week
and further develop its presence within the
local design community.

Plus!
Following the success of the online platform
during Milan Design Week, the
London edition will also be live throughout
Clerkenwell Design Week, showcasing the best
of the festival and not-to-be missed events.
by 14 septembre
20 Clerkenwell Green
London EC1R 0QE
Bus stop: St John Street / Clerkenwell
Green Underground: Farringdon
kiosk.14septembre.com
Press contacts
14 septembre London
Rebecca Mitchell / Laurene Breas
rebeccamitchell@14septembre.com
laurenebreas@14septembre.com
Somerset House, Strand
London WC2R 1LA
+44 (0)203 701 75 20

© Louis Teran
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